Eastern Exposure
Saturday, February 2 at 1 PM EST
Green Oak Farm – New Paris, Ohio
Horsley Brothers
Breeding the Cowman’s Kind Since 1975

All of These Heifers Sell!
H.B. GENETICS – THE COWMAN’S KIND

Powerful Black Bulls – The Best of the Crop

**Lot 1**

**HB Superior 4**

**ANGUS BULL**

March 6, 2012

Tag 782

SEDGWICKS POWERSTROKE 7502

QLC SUPERIOR C1

QLC BLACKBIRD A460R

PLAINVIEW LUTTON E102

HCA ESTELLA 782

STEVENS0N ESTELLA 5818

We think this is one of the best Angus bulls we’ve ever produced! He is the best product so far from our 2009 National Western Stock Show Reserve Grand Champion Female, HCA Estella 782, and this bull has the look of a difference-making sire. His sire created quite a buzz with his debut and he has been very consistent for us as well. This bull is the total package from nose to tail and he gets better every day. Look him up in Denver or come to the auction but be sure to add this guy to your lineup and see what a great bull like this will do!

**Lot 2**

**HB 80 Answers 02Z**

**BULL**

February 24, 2012

Tag 02

COWANS ALI 4M

GOET I-80

BPF MILEY 80T

SP THE ANSWER 813

HB ELMARETTA 02

HB ELMARETTA 821

Tested AMC, NHF

A great I-80 son to make life easier! This low birth weight bull is filled with quality to be used in so many ways. He came easily but there is nothing dainty about him as he is loaded with muscle and substance you can use. His frame score and movement are ideal and his THF/PHAF pedigree will be so handy to have. This is our strongest set of bulls in thirteen years and they’ll be well worth your trip and investment – especially this guy!
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Our Strongest Set of Bulls in Years!  

HB 3  
CHIMAINE BULL  
ACA P363201  
February 7, 2012  
Tag 0-14

GOET I-80  
BPF MILEY 80T  
MA MOVIN ON 436-577  
HB BUA PRIDE 014X  
HXC BUAPRIDE 620U

CA 2.61% - AN 65.12% - MA 42.43% - O 0.84%

A whole lotta sire power here! This massive I-80 son is the first calf from a heifer we intended to sell in our 2012 Eastern Xposure until she calved before she could be delivered. We’re glad she stayed because this first calf is a good one and she looks like an outstanding youngster. This bull arrived with a 74 lb BW and weaned at 751 lbs and he continues to add valuable muscle and capacity to a chunky, hairy frame.

HB 80-80

HB Walks Alone 2

CHIMAINE BULL  
ACA P363200  
February 12, 2012  
Tag 2-681

HEAT WAVE  
WALKS ALONE  
WADE AN x MA x CX 7587  
LADIES MAN  
HB MS IVORY 681  
HB SM x AN 681

CA 4.91% - AN 33.37% - MA 25.39% - O 36.33%

A great-looking son of one of the best cows on the place! This super-thick and clean-made Walks Alone bull is backed by an 11 year old dam that has been as strong as any female we have. This bull is choke necked and very wide based with the square, moderate, classy look you need to get extra value from your calves.
Genetically loaded with the looks and performance to match, this is a natural son of the top-ranking Chiangus female in our herd and he will make a very wise investment regardless of cost. His dam is exceptional and his sire is the ACA National Champion that sold through our 2010 Eastern Xposure Sale. He combines a great total look and design with impressive width and dimension plus a perfect disposition and extra mass. From the top of our herd, this is a real breeding bull to push any program higher!
HB 6  
**HB Eagle Scout 1**

CHIANGUS BULL  
March 1, 2012  
Tag M15R

EAGLE VISION 1CA  
EAGLE SCOUT 2CA  
RSE MISS VAL 96Z 1CA  
BR MIDLAND  
ALC BLACKCAP M15R  
ALC LISA K05L

CA 14.16% - BW 85.74% - O 0.10%

A great Chiangus sire in the making! Sired by the three-time National Champion and well-proven sire of quality, Eagle Scout, this bull is loaded with quality and backed by one of the biggest-bodied cows in our herd. He too is unusually deep ribbed but still great looking with a perfect hip and structure. He looks like a show bull and his pedigree will be so easy to blend with many of today’s pedigrees plus he tops the charts for testicle development and pizzazz. He has enough Chi blood to make his calves eligible for registry with nearly any combination and his daughters will be maternal gold!

HB 7  
**HB Fortune 11Z**

CHIANGUS BULL  
March 4, 2012  
Tag 567

EXAR LUTTON 1831  
PLAINVIEW LUTTON E102  
PLAINVIEW PRIDE C123  
HXC HAMMER 46P  
HB MS DUTCHESS 44  
BT MISS DUTCHESS 144N

CA 3.60% - BW 95.76% - MA 0.39% - O 0.24%

This combination has worked so well for us and it did again here! This big, strong Chiangus is loaded with performance and good looks and he should breed in kind. “Lut” genetics are in high demand and this bull is complete and attractive and has grown very well.
Backed by the consistent strength of our Black Jstress line that has produced so well over the years, this high-performance half-blood SimAngus is easy to admire. He is very heavy and high-performing with excellent structure and mobility. His all-clean pedigree and superb performance will make him a valuable all-around sire.
An excellent, blaze-faced SimAngus from the full brother to WAGR Dream Catcher and WAGR Driver, this bull records one of the most impressive birth-to-weaning spreads in the crop. He is another top product of our Black Jestress family that always delivers the goods and he will impress you with his size, depth, and clean profile. His front end design and total mass are outstanding!

This combination is three for three when it comes to producing quality so we think this impressive yearling will be one to rely on for consistent goodness. He is very easy doing and correct with strong body mass and muscle. His half-blood Simmental pedigree and consistent lineage that stems from the same family that produced Lot 1 will add extra value to your crops.
HB Newsmaker 15

From our famous Barbara line that has worked so well for so many, this Moneymaker purebred is one of the very best of his crop and he will make a great difference in any herd! He comes fully equipped with a balanced EPD profile plus a super-attractive design and leading muscle. His depth and flawless pattern will serve you well plus he is covered in valuable hair to make his calves even easier to sell. All our best from 2012 sell here!

HB 12

Look at the extreme neck and stoutness on this maternal brother to BSAR Opportunity 9114! This is quite an exciting and versatile Angus bull with superior calving ease and substance. His snake neck and surprising depth give him a unique combination to start with plus he is heavy and shapely from one of the best cows in the Jones-Stewart lineup!
Lot 14

**HB Mr Opportunity 5**

ANUGS BULL
AAA 17398431
March 8, 2012
Tag 8-3

BSAR DESIGN DOCTOR 0910
BSAR OPPORTUNITY 9114
BISHOPS LASSIE 746
MA MOVIN’ ON 436-577
HB CLOVA PRIDE 83
HB CLOVA PRIDE 53

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CMS</th>
<th>BW</th>
<th>WW</th>
<th>YW</th>
<th>M</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I+0</td>
<td>I+3.5</td>
<td>I+55</td>
<td>I+97</td>
<td>I+27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A really stout Angus bull! He is from the first crop by our Opportunity sire and he has the great depth and substance we were hoping for. He is more rugged than most with plenty of muscle plus chart-topping performance and an ideal frame score. Use him for more pounds and more efficient feed conversion.

Lot 15

**HB Frontier 14**

ANUGS BULL
AAA 17364612
March 19, 2012
Tag 8-7

BSAR DESIGN DOCTOR 0910
BSAR OPPORTUNITY 9114
BISHOPS LASSIE 746
B&J BALANCE 9632
HB BLACKCAP LADY 87
BT BLACKCAP LADY 766N

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CMS</th>
<th>BW</th>
<th>WW</th>
<th>YW</th>
<th>M</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-1</td>
<td>+4.2</td>
<td>+54</td>
<td>+92</td>
<td>+23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

More quality from the first crop by Opportunity, this high-growth bull is very classy and correct. Check the great hip shape and hair on this bull whose total design and performance makes him a favorite in the set!
HB 16A

**HB Look Out 1**

ANGUS BULL: AAA +17376861
February 17, 2012 Tag K632
OCC GENESIS 872G
DCC NEW LOOK 101
OCC DIXIE ERICA 814G
SAV 8180 TRAVELER 004
SAV MAY 2335
SAV MAY 7238

Exceptional power in an Angus bull! This embryo calf by DCC New Look is a real load and filled with the good stuff that is hard to find in a purebred bull. He tops the charts for total body mass and muscle with incredible depth and shape of rib. He is way massive but still great necked and sports an excellent performance spread to boot. His dam stems from the famous May family at Schaff Angus Valley, ND, and this is not her first success.

HB 16B

**HB Stimulation 13**

ANGUS BULL: AAA +17376862
February 13, 2012 Tag J412
OCC GENESIS 872G
DCC NEW LOOK 101
OCC DIXIE ERICA 814G
SAV 8180 TRAVELER 004
SAV MAY 2335
SAV MAY 7238

More power from SAV May! This full brother to Lot 16A from the embryo program is tremendously massive and great looking with an excellent performance spread and the easy-keeping style you need. These brothers are stout!
**HB 17**

**HB Built Right 2**

ANGUS BULL
AAA 17353491
February 2, 2012 Tag 00

SAV FINAL ANSWER 0035
SP THE ANSWER 813
SA ELINE DESIGN 648
JSAR MR RODMAN 39HKR
JSAR MISS RODMAN 247NUX
JSAR MISS HOT ROD 247NU

A sure-shot calving ease bull with plenty of style! This Answer x Rodman blend is double-bred to easy calving sires of quality and he has the clean, correct look you need to get the job done right. Very clean and smooth with excellent mobility and the best head and neck of the Angus bulls!

---

**HB 18**

**HB Limit Up 25**

ANGUS BULL
AAA 17353498
March 8, 2012 Tag 5257

EXAR LUTTON 1831
PLAINVIEW LUTTON E102
PLAINVIEW PRIDE C123
OCC HOLIDAY 77SH
BERBOS ELBA 5257
SAV ELBA 8545

The first bull calf from an awesome cow, this is a great opportunity to invest in proven stock. His dam has always delivered quality and she did it again with this super-impressive yearling. He has the great shoulder and neck design of his sire but he is deeper, softer, and thicker than most you will find.
**HB 19**

**HB Invasion 3**

ANGUS BULL  
March 8, 2012  
Tag 889  

EXAR LUTTON 1831  
PLAINVIEW LUTTON E102  
PLAINVIEW PRIDE C123  
EXAR EXPAND 1241  
KCH BLACKBIRD 889  
KCH BLACKBIRD 028

These “Lut” sons are better than ever! This is a great looking bull with a clean, square, correct design and the classic front end his sire is famous for. He will sire standout calves with a variety of cows!

**HB 20**

**HB Rendition 6**

ANGUS BULL  
March 7, 2012  
Tag 8582  

SEDGWICKS POWERSTROKE 7502  
QLC SUPERIOR 146Y  
QLC C1 BLACKBIRD A460R  
MA MOVIN’ ON 436-577  
HCA BARBARA 8582  
HCA BARBARA 5822

Another strong product of our winning Barbara tribe that recently produced the $13,500 top bred heifer of the Holiday Classic Sale, this Superior son will make a smart choice from this lineup for added cow power and ease of use. He is super deep bodied and very easy fleshing from one of the best lines of cows we’ve ever run!
2012 AJSA No. Central Regional Classic Grand Champion Percentage Heifer
2012 Iowa State Fair Champion Foundation Simmental Heifer
2012 AJSA National Classic 3rd Overall Percentage Heifer
Shown by Kiersten Jass, IA

2012 Iowa Beef Expo Reserve Champion Angus Heifer
Shown by Drew Norris

2011 National Junior Angus Show Grand Champion Steer
Shown by James Full, MD

2011 ACA National Grand Champion Chiangus Bull
Shown by Bucher Cattle Company, IL

& Cow Power that Lasts!
- Reference Sires -

**MSF JOURNEY 198Y**
Angus Bull 17019678
SAV BISMARCK 5682
SAV BRILLIANCE 8077
SAV BLACKCAP MAY 5270
JSAR MR DOMAN 39HKR
BR MISS RUBY 5029
SANDHILL CY ERICA 221 ERH
Owned with Royer and Jones/Stewart

See Journey on display at the auction
-SEmen AVAILABLE-

**GOET I-80**
Purebred Maine-Anjou
Ali x Hard Drive x Doctor Who

Look to HB for the No-Nonsense, Time-Tested Quality You Need
HB 23

**HB Clova Pride 77Y**

**ANGUS COW**
AAA 17207650
September 27, 2011 Tag Fall

**DHD TRAVELER 6807**
**CRCC GRANGER 5022**
E&B 1483 LADY SCOTCHMAN 75
SAV 5175 BANDO 1024

**HCA CLOVA PRIDE**
BASIN CLOVA PRIDE 0524

AI 12/01 to MSF Journey – No Exposure – Due approx. 9/09

A real beauty with trusted genetics from Granger and our ever-lasting Clova Pride family, this fall heifer is extra stout and compelling. Her fantastic depth of rib and complete power will make her a favorite for years to come. Great for pure or cross breeding!

HB 24

**HB Eileen 78**

**CHIANGUS COW**
ACA P361322 September 23, 2011 Tag Fall Chi

**DHD TRAVELER 6807**
**CRCC GRANGER 5022**
AN
DCC NEW LOOK 101
**HB EILEEN 54U**
HB MS EILEEN 54
CA 1.77% - AN 98.23%

AI 11/20 to MSF Journey – No Exposure – Due approx. 8/29

Loaded with cow power and evident quality, this is another special donor option from our fall heifers. She stems from our productive Eileen family that has given us a number of sale features over the years and she has the look we love. You can go a lot of directions with a low percentage female like this whose tremendous depth and correct design will always make her a favorite. Calve her, flush her, and get her bred again in your rotation.
An ideal female to start something special with, this half-blood Simmental by Avenger is quite a female! We love her structure and body shape and the options she brings to the table at mating time. Her movement is perfect and she is built with more width than nearly all you will find that are still this feminine and correct.

A half-sister to the big winner we sold to the Jass family, IA, a year ago, this half-blood Simmental heifer will make a massive and flexible cow. She is extra wide and deep and equipped with a perfect udder.
**Hills Bettis 101Y**

PB SIMMENTAL COW

ASA 2599991

February 8, 2011

Tag 101Y

HOOKS SHEAR FORCE 38K

TRIPLE C BETTIS S72J

LUCAS JOSIE 19K

GW LUCKY ONE 154P

HILLS M670 154P 978W

HILLS MAX GUN M670 3005

Natural Service 5/13 to MSF Journey – Due approx. 2/20

Purebred Simmental genetics with extra muscle! This outcross heifer is big backed and well made with extra length and capacity. Due with a half-blood calf by our new sire, Journey!

---

**Daines Miss 12Y**

50% SIMMENTAL COW

March 1, 2011

Tag GLD12Y

KENCO/MF POWERLINE 204L

ULTRA POWERLINE 49S

CMS FPF BLACK MAGIC 10M

GLD21W

AI 5/05 to JF Foundation – No Exposure – Due approx. 2/12

---

**Daines Miss Powerline 77Y**

50% SIMMENTAL COW

March 17, 2011

Tag MSOT77Y

KENCO/MF POWERLINE 204L

ULTRA POWERLINE 49S

CMS FPF BLACK MAGIC 10M

26R

AI 5/01 to GOET I-80 – No Exposure – Due approx. 2/08

---

**Daines Miss Powerline 32Y**

50% SIMMENTAL COW

April 18, 2011

Tag MSOT32Y

KENCO/MF POWERLINE 204L

ULTRA POWERLINE 49S

CMS FPF BLACK MAGIC 10M

61S

AI 5/18 to JF Foundation – No Exposure – Due approx. 2/25

---

**JBS Y84**

50% SIMMENTAL COW

March 23, 2011

Tag Y84

BC 7022 RAVEN 7965

SCHROEDER AVENGER 128

FF QUEEN MOTHER

TMPF KEEP DREAMIN

JBS S36

JBS D216

Natural Service 6/21 to MSF Journey – Due approx. 3/31
H.B. Genetics – The Cowman’s Kind
Chi and Angus Bred Heifers – Signature HB Quality

HB 32
HB Ms 43

CHIANINA COW  ACA P361318  March 1, 2011  Tag 9-9

OCC DOCTOR 940D
JSAR MR DOCTOR 0352ZF

HRF HAIRY
HB MISS 9
HB ANGUS 3-9
CA 0.32% - AN 87.83% - MA 7.98% - O 4.18%
AI 7/02 to MSF Journey – No Exposure – Due approx. 4/11

We love our Doctor daughters and this is a great one! She is lovely and powerful at the same time and she’ll be so easy to use as a cow. She has a low BW pedigree but she is loaded with valuable shape and power plus a perfect udder on the come. What a cow she will be!

CHIMAINE COW ACA P361494  March 18, 2011  Tag 0-803

DOCTOR WHO
HRL SEQUIL
HB MS JILL 14ON
WAR WAGONHAMMER 3521
HB MS WAGGONHAMMER 803 CA
HB MS PAYCHECK 803 CAX
CA 5.99% - AN 71.17% - MA 82.89% - O 4.69%
AI 5/16 to GOET I-80 – No Exposure – Due approx. 2/23

Another big-ribbed, soft-bodied Sequil daughter that is due with a strong calf right away, this one offers ideal size and function. She has a notch more Chi blood to increase her versatility.

CHIMAINE COW ACA P361315  April 3, 2011  Tag 5-59

DOCTOR WHO
HRL SEQUIL
HB MS JILL 14ON
GARDENS EXT 4137 S2
HB BURGESS 69
BT BURGESS 94N
CA 2.32% - AN 89.79% - MA 11.91% - O 4.99%
AI 6/07 to MSF Journey – Due approx. 3/17

A square-topped, younger heifer that is stacked with lasting maternal genetics. She is double-clean by pedigree and totally sound.

CHIMAINE COW ACA P364041  March 21, 2011  Tag 1-802

DOCTOR WHO
HRL SEQUIL
HB MS JILL 14ON
ARD RIDGE LIVEWIRE
HXC BUAPRIDE 620U
HCA EVA PRIDE 620
CA 6.76% - AN 75.80% - MA 11.91% - O 5.52%
AI 6/14 to MSF Journey – No Exposure – Due approx. 3/24

A big softie that will be great in production! This Sequil daughter is more conservatively sized and one of the hairiest in the set. She has extra curves and some of the best muscle shape in the group as well.

CHIMAINE COW ACA P361317  April 7, 2011  Tag 8-060

DOCTOR WHO
HRL SEQUIL
HB MS JILL 14ON
BT CROSSOVER 758N
SCR PRIM LASSIE 80600
SCR PRIM LASSIE 60674
CA 2.32% - AN 89.79% - MA 11.91% - O 4.99%
AI 5/02 to GOET I-80 – No Exposure – Due approx. 2/09

These Sequil daughters are good and they’ll be so useful in a variety of mating schemes. This one is outstanding and blessed with greater depth, substance, and power. She is ideally sized and great haired and due with something special right now!
HB 37

**HB Ms Evergreen 67**

CHIMAINE COW  
ACA P361312  
March 8, 2011  
Tag 2546

**DOCTOR WHO**

HRL SEQUIL  
HB MS JILL 140N  
MYTTY IN FOCUS

SHILO MISS EVERGREEN 2546  
SHILO MISS EVERGREEN 2244

CA 2.32% - AN 80.79% - MA 11.91% - O 4.98%

AI 6/30 to MSF Journey – No Exposure – Due approx. 4/10

HRL Sequil has done his job by providing us and our customers with great females over the years. This daughter is some of his best work with her soft, full hip and full-bodied, feminine design. She'll work with so many combinations and bring you back for more!

HB 38

**HB Ms Rachel 45**

CHIMAINE COW  
ACA P361319  
April 3, 2011  
Tag 7-04

**WAVE ON WAVE**

SMILIN BOB  
GC FOXIE MOXIE  
RIVER HILLS ROCKPORT R304

**HB RACHEL 703**  
ALC RACHEL S03R

CA 3.45% - AN 66.87% - MA 7.42% - O 22.27%

AI 6/08 to MSF Journey – No Exposure – Due approx. 3/18

Super stout yet very sound on the move, this Smilin’ Bob daughter will make a club calf machine! She is built with plenty of power from front to rear and made right with a rounder, looser rib and structure. This first calf should be very good!

HB 40

**HB Lucy 135**

ANGUS COW AAA 17238143  
February 13, 2011  
Tag 920

**SAV FINAL ANSWER 813**  
SA ELINE DESIGN 648  
JSAR MR DOCTOR 035ZFM

**HB LUCY 920**  
ALC LUCY M20S

AI 5/24 to MSF Journey – No Exposure – Due approx. 3/03

Easy-calving, fast-growing Angus genetics to use your way! This Answer daughter is especially deep ribbed and easy keeping. You’ll love these first calves by Journey!

HB 41

**HB Stock Lady 128**

ANGUS COW AAA 17180802  
March 14, 2011  
Tag M43

**OCC DOCTOR 940D**  
JSAR MR DOCTOR 035ZFM  
MISS WAR EXT 035ZF  
MM STOCKEN CAP 013

**MM ANKONY STOCK LADY 43**  
MM ANKONY BLACKCAP EVENT 845

AI 7/09 to MSF Journey – No Exposure – Due approx. 4/18

Another complete and well-made youngster that will make a lasting source of profit and enjoyment. She offers one of the lower BW EPD numbers in the offering.
HB 42  
**HB Treasure 129**

ANGUS COW AAA 17180803  
March 14, 2011 Tag 6513

EXAR LUTTON 1831  
PLAINVIEW LUTTON E102  
PLAINVIEW PRIDE C123  
SAV 8180 TRAVELER 004  
ALC TREASURE S135  
ALC TREASURE T21N

AI 6/20 to MSF Journey – No Exposure – Due approx. 3/31

A beautiful Angus cow that we all need more of, this favorite Lut daughter is well worth your time and effort to take her home. She'll be a valuable female for years to come with her heavy-bodied, high-maternal design and correct structure. We'll bet you get a show calf from this first mating to Journey!

HB 43  
**HB Forever Lady 156**

ANGUS COW AAA 17180816  
March 20, 2011 Tag 56

EXAR LUTTON 1831  
PLAINVIEW LUTTON E102  
PLAINVIEW PRIDE C123  
CONNEALY DANNY BOY  
ALC MISTY V20T  
ALC MISTY M03R

AI 5/14 to MSF Journey – No Exposure – Due approx. 2/21

This is the best group of bred Angus heifers that we've offered yet and this Lut daughter is surely a favorite! We love her blend of fullness and femininity plus upgraded hair and udder quality. She's bigger and stouter and she'll only get more valuable as she matures.

HB 44  
**HB Adelaide 162**

ANGUS COW AAA 17180821  
March 28, 2011 Tag 5721

EXAR LUTTON 1831  
PLAINVIEW LUTTON E102  
PLAINVIEW PRIDE C123  
VDAR NEW DESIGN 1253  
BT ADELAIDE 721R  
COCHANGUS ADELAIDE 56H

AI 4/29 to MSF Journey – No Exposure – Due approx. 2/06

More of the look and blood that works, this Lut daughter is younger but very good. Her sire has proven himself to replicate his style down through the generations as his daughters have become valued performers.

HB 45  
**HB Treasure Lady 159**

ANGUS COW AAA 17180818  
April 7, 2011 Tag 7-14

DHD TRAVELER 6807  
CRCC GRANGER 5022  
E&B 1483 LADY SCOTCHMAN 75  
BAR EXT TRAVELER 205  
ALC TREASURE X14T  
ALC TREASURE G53P

AI 7/28 to MSF Journey – No Exposure – Due approx. 5/07

Our Granger daughters are some of our best and this one has a great build. She has outstanding feet and legs with strong bone and a perfect hip. Her performance spread is one of the stoutest in the crop and she’ll help to keep you profitable each year.

HB 46  
**HB Precious Pride 118**

ANGUS COW AAA 17180797  
March 20, 2011 Tag 8-400

STEVenson MONEYMAKER R185  
OSU MONEYMAKER 8169  
OSU EMPRESS 4123  
CONNEALY FREIGHT TRAIN  
ALC PRECIOUS PRIDE F40U  
ALC PRECIOUS PRIDE 154P

AI 5/15 to MSF Journey – No Exposure – Due approx. 2/22

A sweet Moneymaker daughter with great lines and design! She has the right type of muscle blended with winning balance and spot-on movement. This is the kind to breed too many ways to create premiums each time!

HB 47  
**HB Blackcap Lady 163**

ANGUS COW AAA 17180822  
March 21, 2011 Tag 1-162

STEVenson MONEYMAKER R185  
OSU MONEYMAKER 8169  
OSU EMPRESS 4123  
B&J BALANCE 9632  
HB BLACKCAP LADY 87  
BT BLACKCAP LADY 766N

AI 5/17 to MSF Journey – No Exposure – Due approx. 2/24

The maternal sister to the Lot 15 bull selling here, this bigger boned heifer is every bit the strong female that she needs to be to make a top performer. Her productive dam is a leader and this heifer is smooth, complete, and pretty plus her low birth weight blood will help every time.
HB 48  
COW February 1, 2011  Tag 1-50
Sire: SP THE ANSWER
Dam: AN x MA x SM
AI 5/30 to MSF Journey – No Exposure – Due approx. 3/09

A very unique daughter of The Answer! This one is super stout and soft at the same time and she might be the widest-based heifer in the crop. She'll bring the power to any combination you want to try.

HB 49  HB 82
ANGUS COW AAA pending March 2011 Tag 61
DHD TRAVELER 6807
CRCC GRANGER 5022
E&B 1483 LADY SCOTCHMAN 75
B&J BALANCE 9632
HCA ZARA 61
BASIN ZARA 1613
AI 5/27 to MSF Journey – No Exposure – Due approx. 3/06

Another smooth, sound, well-built Granger daughter that is filled with good looks and maternal strength. Her dam sold in our 2012 offering to Steven Heath, MO, one of our volume buyers.

Thank You for Your Years of Trust & Support.
We Hope to See You at the Auction!
Eastern Xposure Sale XII

Saturday, February 2, 2013 - New Paris, OH

Selling 50 Bulls and Bred Heifers
Angus, SimAngus, ChiAngus/ChiMaine